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Close your eyes and think of the Canadian West. What do you see?
Most likely the majestic Rocky Mountains, rodeos, ranches, and clean, clear, wide open spaces.

And it's all waiting for you right here at Home on the Range Adventure Tours! 

We have a variety of unique, exciting and fun-filled Home On The 
Range Adventure Tours’ escorted adventures planned for you while 
you are our guest in the Canadian West. And what’s more, you’ll have 
all this fun and adventure while your every need is tended to by our 
professional tour guides. You’ll see it all and meet individuals who will 
share their personal experiences of living and working in the west. You 
may spend time roaming the lush countryside or merely hanging out in 
the beautiful surroundings. Whatever your preference, it is here for you. 
Don’t forget, you are our guest!

Alberta and the Rocky Mountains are easy and friendly to travel around 
on your own using Home On The Range Adventure Tours’ Self-Drive 
Adventures. The roads are of excellent quality and well sign posted, and 
there is fantastic accommodation available along all of our 
recommended routes. And, the area abounds in traditional and cultural 
activities, magnificent landscape, historic sites and museums, and 
adventures designed to satisfy the imaginations of travelers ranging from 
the timid to the extreme. We have the expertise to arrange the holiday 
you imagined by combining your needs and desires with the best Alberta 
and the Rocky Mountains have to offer.

At Home On The Range Adventure Tours we understand what it’s like 
to want to take a Rocky Mountain western experience holiday that is 
specifically suited to your interests and the time that you have available 
to travel. We recognize that our pre-scheduled tours are not necessarily 
ideally designed to meet everyone’s preferences, so we work hard to 
ensure that individual custom designed programs are also available to 
you. We can design and deliver a tour of any length, at any time of the 
year, for individuals or groups of any size, that includes your choice of 
locations and activities throughout Alberta and the Rocky Mountains.
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Come and enjoy life as a real cowboy. Join Home On The Range 
Adventure Tours in the foothills of Alberta and the Rocky Mountains for 
a cowboy holiday with one of the many ranchers and outfitters who live 
and work in this majestic landscape. These ranchers and outfitters share 
their world with you, and ensure that you have an experience which 
leaves an impression that will last a lifetime. After spending a few days 
at a Working Ranch or on a Horse Pack Trip or a Cattle Drive, riding 
your horse in the bright sunshine under blue skies, you will come away 
with a different view of life… a peacefulness that you can retreat to even 
when confined within far away urban boundaries.

Your wedding day is one of the most memorable and exciting times in 
your life. This special day is a time for celebration and what better way 
to remember your ceremony than with a magical Rocky Mountain 
Wedding. Spectacular scenery, attention to detail, and a deeply romantic 
setting are just some of the reasons why couples choose Home On The 
Range Adventure Tours’ Aboriginal, Country Church or Heli-
Wedding packages for their western experience wedding and reception. 
We know how important this day is to you, and that is why our priority is 
to create a day of seamless fun - not stress - on this momentous occasion.

We strive to design, develop, and execute an incentive travel experience 
that is flexible, responsive, innovative, creative and customer service 
oriented, no matter the size of your group. Our travel facilitators offer 
extraordinarily friendly, personalized attention, while providing the 
Western Canadian market knowledge necessary to ensure that you and your 
guests receive an experience that will be remembered and valued for years 
to come. Exceptional service and quality product are always priorities at 
Home On The Range Adventure Tours. A Corporate Cattle Drive; a 
Private Rodeo or a Traditional Wilderness Camp stay are only a few of 
the broad range of unique possibilities available to WOW your group.
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